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　　Abstract　　Based on the researches of the Mesozoic thermal evolution history , the deformed st ructures , and fission t rack analysis of

the Zhangjiakou-Xuanhua area , we obtained the follow ing know ledge:the area experienced in 140Ma an underplat ing w hich is marked by

emplacement of mant le derived magma;during 130—110 Ma a series of eruptions and int rusions happened , and during 80—10Ma a rising

p rocess occurred w hich is synchronous with the adjacent Taihang and Yanshan Mountains and w as accompanied by a series of st ructures

dow n slipping f rom the just formed Zhang-Xuan uplif t tow ard its periphery.Combining the Zhang-Xuan thermal lift w ith the large detach-

ment st ructure in Baoding depression of the North C hina Basin in the Late Mesozoic confirms that an even larger extensional tectonic back-
ground existed in North C hina during this period.

　　Keywords:　Zhang-Xuan area, underplating, thermal upl ift , fission track , extensional structure.

　　Various forms of crust defo rmation accompany-
ing the lithosphere thinning in North China since the

M esozoic have draw n at tention f rom many geologists.
The records of deformation and thermal evolut ionary

history in dif ferent periods are quite complete for two

uplift belts , which located respectively at the near E-
W striking Yanshan Mt.intersecting w ith the NN E

striking Taihang M t.and Da Higgan M t.rising in

the M esozoic , now the Zhang jiakou-Xuanhua and

Chifeng-Harqin areas.The former area has been a fo-
cus of attention for it s g oldf ield

[ 1]
, and its tectonic

set tings have been studied f rom a view-point of crust-
mantle interaction[ 2 ,3] .We are interested in the gen-
esis of Zhangjiakou-Xuanhua uplift , which has a cen-
ter located in Chong li County and will be called there-
after Zhang-Xuan uplif t o r Zhang-Xuan thermal up-
lift , and the relationships of ex tensional deformation

in its crustal dermal and the deep thermal uplif t.
Through this study w e try to discuss the deformation

process and related regional tectonic backg round.

1　Composition and deformation characteris-
tics of Zhang-Xuan uplift

The main body of Zhang-Xuan uplif t is Pre-
Cambrian metamorphic basement.Its central section

is the Archean hypometamorphic g ranuly te-gneiss
area , which is divided by the Chongli-Chicheng fault

into tw o parts.The northern part is categorized as

the Archean Dantazi g roup , which is a parametamor-
phic rock system used to be named Hongqiyingzi

g roup.The southern part is the Archean Sanggan

Complex , mainly an o rthometamorphite system w ith

basic granuly te at the bo ttom and charnockite and

trondjemite-tonalite-g ranodiori te (TTG)sui te at the

top , in which goldf ields were distributed around Xi-
aoyingpan region[ 1] .The center of the metamorphic

basement w as int ruded by the Shuiquangou alkaline

complex at first and then by Late M esozoic

Honghualiang g ranite.The southern and eastern

parts of the metamorphic basement are M iddle Pro-
terozoic strata.The periphery of Zhang-Xuan uplif t is

surrounded by three Zhang jiakou formation volcanic

basins of the Early Cretaceous(Fig .1).

On the periphery of Zhang-Xuan uplif t exist a

series of outw ards declining brit tle or ductile shear

sliding planes(Fig.1), including some low-angle de-
tachment-thrust faults.For example , at Dalingpu ,
Chicheng County in the eastern part of Zhang-Xuan
uplif t , there are a series of scaly detachment sheets.
Among those sheets , the autochthonous sy stem con-
sisting of Tuanshanzi fo rmation dolomitite of the

Changcheng system is overlaid by the Chuanlinggou

fo rmation sheets of the Changcheng sy stem and the

latter is covered by the Chang zhougou format ion

sheets , which in turn is overlaid by the Archean st ra-



ta , and all the st rata have w ell developed st ructures

(Fig.2).Bedded iron o res of Chuanlinggou formation

have been discovered in “ the thrust outliers”
[ 4]
.Fo r

ano ther example , at Shengligou Village northw est in

the Zhang-Xuan uplif t it can be seen that Archean

sheets slipped over the Zhangjiakou formation of Low

Cretaceous.Such bri ttle or ductile shear sliding

planes exist no t only in the Pre-Cambrian strata , but
also in the volcanic rocks of Zhangjiakou formation as

well as in some syenite (Fig .1 , Table 1).This fact

indicates an impo rtant uplift-sliding event occurring

after Zhang-Xuan uplif t format ion.

Fig.1.　The geological map of Zhang-Xuan area.1 , Archaeozoic;2 , Middle-Upper Proterozoic;3 , Upper Jurassic;4 , Low er Cretaceous;5 ,

syenite;6 , grani te;7 , py roxene diorite;8 , fault;9 , slip-sheet.Dis tribution of sketch diagram corresponds to the position of(a)─(h)in the

map.B, bedding or gneissosity;F , fault;S , slip sheet;C , closely spaced joint slip sheet;L , extensional lineation.

Fig.2.　Detachment sheets at Dalingpu of C hicheng County.1 , Archean gneiss;2 , quart zite of C hangzhougou format ion;3 , shale of Chuanling-

gou formation;4 , argillaceous limestone of Tuanshanzi format ion;5 , quart z sandstone of Dahongyu formation;6 , dolomitit e of Gaoyuzhuang for-

mation;7 , bedded iron ores;8 , sliding planes.
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Table 1.　Atti tudes of sliding plane around the Zhang-Xuan uplif t

Location Li thlogy
At titudes of

sliding plane

Glide

direction
Developed degree

St rat igraphic

at titudes

Sou th of Xiasiganqi Hybridization gneiss(Ar) 325°∠70°-54°-30° 290°∠50° 6/ 5m 350°∠45°, (a)

North of Xiasiganqi Gneiss(Ar) 330°∠40° 290°∠30° Fault , (b)

Shizhuizi Gneiss(Ar) 330°∠30°-40°

North of Sanchakou Rhyolite(K 1) 280°∠10° 5-2/ 1 m

East of Beiw opu Garnet-amphibole Gneiss(Ar) 295°∠10° 300°∠15° 4/ 1m 40°∠60°, (c)

Xiaw opu Rhyolite(K1) 300°∠15° Closely cleavage 50°∠30°, (d)

East of Xiw angshan Hybridization gneiss(Ar) 240°∠20° 12/ 1m 185°∠70°

Sou th of S huangmiao Gneiss(Ar) 185°∠80° 350°∠70°-80°

Xiaoyingpan gold-mining area Quart z vein 250°∠20° 220°∠36°

Sou th of Xiaoyingpan gold-min-
ing area

K-feldspar vein

　
200°∠35°
　

170°
　

Closely cleavage

　
170°∠20°, (e)

　

East of Xiaoyingpan gold-mining
area

Felsic mylonite

　
145°∠14°
　

170°-220°
　

Jianziling Sericite-schist 158°∠26° 145°∠42°,(h)

Dalingpu Quart zite(Pt 2-3) 140°∠45° 145°∠42° 14/ 1m 133°∠34°, (g)

Womaken Sericite-schist 30°∠35° faule

Huangtuliang of Zhengningpu Syenite 60°∠49° Closely cleavage fault , (f)

Sou th of Nanshanyao Amphibole(Ar) 40°∠25° 50°∠30°

Sou th of Baiqi Amphibolite(Ar) 10°∠30°

　　(a)—(h)correspond to those posit ions in Fig.1

2　Record of the Zhang-Xuan uplift

Fission t rack of apatite is used in this work to deter-
mine the uplift time and rate of Zhang-Xuan uplift.

2.1　Select ion of sampling location

The Honghualiang bio tite alkali feldspar g ranite

located at 12 km southeast to Chongli County w as se-
lected fo r sampling in f ission track analysis because of

i ts young rock body (133—115 M a)
[ 1]

and its loca-
tion at the center of Zhang-Xuan uplif t.The detach-
ment sheets discovered on the periphery of Zhang-Xu-
an uplif t are all over the 138M a Zhangjiakou forma-
tion st rata , indicating that the Zhang-Xuan thermal

uplift should appear af ter 138 M a.Selection of the

133—115 Ma old Honghualiang rock body could ex-
clude possible effects of other events.Its suf ficiently

large outcrop area and topog raphic relief are beneficial

to the enlargement of the height limits of the measur-

ing points for bet ter fission t rack analysis.

2.2　Results of f ission track analysis

The results of samples Z-1 , Z-5 , and Z-6 shown

in Table 2 and Fig .3 demonst rate that cooling of the

rock body f rom 110 ℃ to 60 ℃ was a relatively slow

process during the period of 80 Ma to 10 Ma , with a

cooling rate of 0.7 ℃/Ma and a mountain mass un-
roofing rate of 0.025 km/Ma if the average geother-
mic gradient is estimated as 30 ℃/km.The cooling

process from 60 ℃ to 20 ℃ since 10M a has been rela-
tively fast with a cooling rate of 4 ℃/Ma and an un-
roofing rate of 0.13 km/Ma.

Sample Z-4 is an exception.It s results do not

show a comparat ively rapid cooling stage since 10M a ,
instead it reveals a comparatively uniform cooling pro-
cess since 80Ma with a cooling rate of 1.1 ℃/Ma and

an unroofing rate of 0.04 km/Ma.

Table 2.　Result of fi ssion track analysis on apatit e＊

Sample Level(m)
Grain

Number(n)
ρs(10

5/ cm)

Number (Ns)

ρi(10
5/ cm)

Number(Ni)

ρd(10
5/ cm)

Number (Ni)
P(%) T(±1σ)(Ma) L(μm)(N)

Z-1
　

1660

　
16

　
0.705
(135)

1.666
(319)

10.180
(5090)

93.9
　

76.6
±8.1

12.2±1.9
(86)

Z-4
　

1580

　
30

　
0.697
(148)

1.965
(417)

10.180
(5090)

100

　
64.3
±6.3

12.7±1.8
(101)

Z-5
　

1520

　
30

　
0.550
(120)

2.443
(533)

10.180
(5090)

100

　
40.9
±4.2

11.8±2.0
(74)

Z-6
　

1515
　

14
　

0.899
(55)

2.746
(168)

10.180
(5090)

100
　

59.3
±9.3

12.2±2.0
(87)

　　＊ Dr.Yuan Wanmin at the Insti tute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of S ciences , preformed the fission t rack analysis
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Fig.3.　Fi tt ing curve of f ission t rack analysis for Honghualiang granite.Left:thick lines show the best f itt ing curve of single grain age

w ith t rack length , check area shows bet ter fit ting areas , margin show s good f it ting areas.Right:the average track length at various ages.

　　It can be seen from the above mentioned est ima-
tions that the fission t rack ages of the concerned area

falls in the range of 76—40Ma and that Zhang-Xuan
uplift can basically be estimated occurring in the Late

Cretaceous (after 80 M a).The results are roughly

consistent with the uplift time and rate of Taihang

M t.determined by fission t rack analy sis of samples

taken from places far away f rom a fault[ 5] .In addi-
tion , the fission t rack ages of zircon and apatite taken

from the basement rocks in the detachment belt in

Yixian County , which is in the north section of Tai-
hang M t., are concentrated in the range of 68—
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52M a , and ex tensional detachment of Taihang M t.
is therefore estimated beginning at the end of the Cre-
taceous(68 M a)

[ 6]
.Rising of Badaling of Yanshan

M t.began in 90 Ma , and the corresponding f ission

track age of apatite records a slow uplif ting process

during 80—60 Ma.And the fission track age of ap-
atite of Dahaituo M t., which is located betw een

Honghualiang M t. and Badaling M t., is 60 —
50M a[ 7] .All the results show that Zhang-Xuan up-
lift , together wi th No rth Taihang Mt.and West

Yanshan M t., began to rise in the Late Cretaceous

(around 80M a), proceeded into a large-scale uplif t-
ing stage in the Eogene(60—40Ma)w ith extension-
al detachment in some areas , and an additional re-
gional rapid uplif ting process in 10—20M a.In sum-
mary , we may recognize the mountain uplift history of

the west-north Hebei Province since the Late Cretaceous.

3　Relation between Zhang-Xuan uplift and

magmatic activities

1)Shao Ji' an.Discussion on genesis of the Shuiquangou rock body in C hongli area , Zhangjiakou Geology.1983(Available on request).

Large amounts of Mesozoic intrusive mass and

volcanic rocks developed in Zhang-Xuan area , and
they have recorded the thermal history in that area

(Table 3).Verif ication of Late M esozoic mantle

source magmatism and discovery of granulyte in recent

years have very important geological significance in

understanding the formation settings and mechanism

of Zhang-Xuan uplif t.Three rock bodies in the center

of Zhang-Xuan uplif t are described as follow s:

(1)Shuiquangou-Hougou alkali complex , w ith

an outcropped area of 440 km2 , includes ponza-syen-
ite , py ro xene diorite , amphibole-syeni te , alkali syen-
ite , etc.There have been great disperses in dating of

the rock body , w ith most of the K-Ar ages scat tered

in the range of 120 —280 M a and the peak around

200—190Ma[ 8] .Some autho rs also published an Ar-
Ar age of 327 Ma

[ 9]
and a zircon U-Pb age of

410Ma
[ 1]
.The various ages w ere determined by dif-

ferent aging techniques or sampling locations , or the

rock body itself is a Phanerozoic complex experiencing

many stages of activi ties.Taking the Sm-Nd isotopic

age of 410M a , based on the analysis of the samples in

three dif ferent positions of the complex , Lu et al.es-
timated the Nd initial value at -3.3 to -13.8 ,
which suggests that the complex should come from

anatectic magma of crust[ 1] .Measurements of a large

amount of flow lines and f low planes show that em-
placement of the Shuiquangou-Hougou alkali complex

is controlled by long-term activities of the Chong li-
Chicheng fault 1).

Table 3.　T he record of Mesozoic thermal events in the concerned area

Location Lithology Area At titudes Age(Ma) Method S ource of data

Shuiquangou-Hougou

　
Alkali complex

　
440km2

　
Zonal rock body

　
200—190c) K-Ar [ 8]

410 Zircon U-Pb [ 1]

Zhuanzhilian Pyroxene diorite 2 km2 S tock 143 Rb-S r [ 10]

Honghualiang Biotit e alkali feldspar granite 100km2 Batholi th 133.5—115.8 K-Ar

Guzhuizi Porphyrit ic grani te 26 km2 S tock 188—156 K-Ar

Xiangshuigou Porphyrit ic grani te 1 km2 S tock 171—166 K-Ar

Changdizhuang Syeni te 0.075km2 S tock 149 K-Ar

[ 1]

Dashuigoua) Rhyolite Bedded lava 139.2 Rb-S r

Jinjiazhuangb) Rhyolite , t rachyte Bedded lava 138 Rb-S r

[ 11]
　

Damaping
　

Mesozoic g ranulite enclaves in Hannuoba basalt
　

140 , 120

180—80

zircon
U-Pb

[ 12]

[ 13]

　　a)In Chongli coun ty , b)in Chicheng county , c)peak tim e

　　(2)Zhuanzhilian py roxene diori te , located

15 km southeast to the city of Chong li County , in-
trudes into the Shuiquangou alkali complex and is

covered by Early Cretaceous rhyolite and trachyte of

Zhangjiakou formation and itself is int ruded by adja-
cent Honghualiang bio tite alkali feldspar granite.The
essential minerals of the rock are composed of pyrox-
ene (hypersthene and salite), biotite , andesine , or-
thoclase , and accessory mineral such as apatite , il-

menite etc.Its bulk-rock analysis show s a SiO2 con-
tent of 53%—59%.Acco rding to the above men-
tioned mineral composit ion and petrochemical analysis

results the rock is named py ro xene diorite and its Rb-
Sr isochron dating age is determined as 143 Ma.The
fo rmation set ting s of Zhuanzhilian rock body have

been discussed in detail by other authors
[ 9]
.The ini-

tial magma of the Zhuanzhilian rock body is supposed

to be coming f rom EM I type enriched mantle according
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to the ini tial value ε(87 Sr/ 86 Sr)i =0.7067 and

εNd(t)=-14.9— -15.9.

The initial magma had been hybridized by conti-
nental crust relics before entering the crust and

migmatized with anatectic magma after entering the

crust , w ith the rhythmic zonal st ructure of feldspar

recording the repeated recharges of basic magma and

the continuous variation of the magmatic composi-
tion.The iso topic composition of the py roxene diorite

calculated w ith a binary mixing model indicates that

the rock body is a mix ture of materials of the litho-
spheric mantle and low crust w ith 35%—45% of the

mantle materials.Extensively existing hypersthene

and sali te indicate that the magma comes f rom depth

and experiences a slow cooling and long-time crystal-
lization , thus autometamo rphism caused by ionic ex-
change under the solidus line and component modula-
tion occurs w hen the magmatic temperature decreases

to the metamorphic temperature for g ranulite facies.

(3)Honghualiang biotite alkali feldspar g ranite ,
w ith an outcropping area of about 100 km

2
and a K-Ar

age of 133.5—115.8M a , preserves at i ts top a pen-
dant composed of t rachy te and rhyoli te of Zhang jiakou

formation , which is elevated about 100 m above the

volcanic rocks of Zhangjiakou formation covering the

rock body at the bo ttom.This fact reflects a vertical-
ly differential uplift occurring af ter formation of the

Honghualiang rock body , which is also demonst rated

by f ission t rack analysis of the rock body.

Relatively high content of alkaline metals is a com-
mon characteristic of the aforementioned three rock bod-
ies:for the Honghualiang rock body K2O+Na2O=8.84
and K2O/Na2O=0.75 , for the Zhuanzhilian rock body

K2O+Na2O =7 and K2O/Na2O =0.63 , and for the

Shuiquangou-Hougou rock body K2O +Na2O =11 and

K2O/Na2O=0.61.This fact indicates a certain magma-
origin coherence of the three rock bodies.

Studies on the three typical rock bodies reveal a

long thermal history of the Zhang-Xuan area:rhy-
olitic and trachytic volcanic rocks of Zhang jiakou for-
mation severely erupted in the Early Cretaceous

(139—138 M a)[ 11] , thus volcanic basins formed

around the concerned area , consequently the

Honghualiang biotite alkali feldspar g ranite (134 —
116Ma)int ruded into the center of the area , then the

crust of Zhang-Xuan area uplif ted w ith a large-scale
int rusion of Late M esozoic grani tes.Since the Late

Cretaceous the continuous upheaval has caused Ar-

chaeozoic and Middle-Upper Proterozoic basement

sheets slipping over the Low Cretaceous formations ,
and resulted in the formation of the existing tectonic

f ramew ork of Zhang-Xuan uplif t.

4　Features of deep geological structures of

Zhang-Xuan uplift

The magmatic source of Zhuanzhilian py roxene

diorite suggests that Zhang-Xuan uplif t may be relat-
ed wi th mantle magmatic act ivities.In the Moho

depth contours Zhang-Xuan area appears as a lingulate

upper mantle bulge
[ 14]
.In the Moho temperature

contours there is geo thermal anomaly (a local maxi-
mum 700 ℃—750 ℃) in E115°30′—116°30′ and

N41°—42°10′[ 15] , Chongli is located in the south of

this area.There are only tw o thermal-anomaly areas ,
Hailaer and Zhang-Xuan , now in the w hole east Chi-
na.Zhang-Xuan area , therefore , is really a long-term
active thermal uplif t.

In the distribut ion map of Buger gravity anomaly

of North China
[ 14]
, Zhang-Xuan area is just located at

the intersection of two Buger anomaly g radient belts ,
which ref lect respectively Zhang jiakou-Chicheng-
Longhua-Balihan fault belt and Taihang M t.-Zhang-
Xuan-Guyuan uplif t belt(Fig .4 , lef t).In the inter-
pretation map of satelli te pictures (Fig.4 , right),
Zhang-Xuan-Chongli area appears as a st ructure char-
acterized by a circular fault , which is intersected by a

set of radial faults.Those circular and radial fractures

of ten contain auriferous and sulphide quartz , thus the
circular fractures are thought to be related wi th int ru-
sion of a covered rock body[ 16] .

Mantle enclave studies may help in understand-
ing the deep-seated set tings of the area.Previous au-
thors have discovered successively garnet facies mant le

enclaves in the Miocene basalt of Chongli , and their

calculations give similar results—the thermobarle con-
dition of the enclave formation is equal to that at the

depth of 60—70 km
[ 17 ,18]

.The o rigin of g arnet facies

enclaves is deeper than that of spinelite facies mant le

enclaves , the latter are mostly discovered in North

China.Up to now garnet facies enclave has only been

found at Chongli[ 19] , Hannuoba[ 18] and Zhangbei in

the concerned area.Some authors have constructed

geo therm fo r the lower crust and upper mant le be-
neath the Hanhuoba area acco rding to the equilibrium

temperature and pressure of the enclaves and at tribut-
ed the high geotherm to upper mantle diapirie up-
raise

[ 18]
.It can be deduced from the afo rementioned
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fact that Zhang-Xuan area , with Chongli as it s cen-
ter , must be a mantle uplif t w ith channels for up-
welling of basalt bearing enclaves.Such a deduct ion is

consistent w ith the phenomenon of the aforemen-

tioned M oho bulge in this area.Coupling of the deep

st ructures w ith the surface geological records clearly

reveals the M esozoic-Cenozoic tectonic features of

Zhang-Xuan uplif t.

Fig.4.　The dist ribution map of Buger gravi ty anomaly (left)[ 14] and the interpretation map of satelli te pictu res in northwest Hebei

Province(right)[ 16] .1─3 in the f igu re on the right indicate the linear feature , circular fracture , and Cenozoic crater respect ively.

5 　Tectonic evolution of Zhang-Xuan uplift

and its significance

From this study w e may have an understanding

of the tectonic evolution history of Zhang-Xuan area.
Chongli , at the center of Zhang-Xuan uplift , has ex-
perienced a long-term tectono-thermal evolut ion.The
thermal uplif t is formed in Zhang-Xuan area after a

large-scale volcanic activi ty of the Zhangjiakou forma-
tion.Accompany ing this uplif t , the deep-metamor-
phic Archaeozoic st rata of low crust are extensively

denuded and outcropped , while forming a series of

structural sheets dow nsliding toward the periphery.
Such uplif t-slip structure is dif ferent from a metamor-
phic core complex , fo r it is short of a ductile rheo-
morphic layer , which is severely deformed and

epimetamo rphic , between the overlying formation

and the co re.But it is , as well as metamorphic core

complex , an important form of crustal thinning and

related to a heterogeneous local magmatic thermal

event.Song has pointed out , when discussing the re-
lation of metamorphic core complex w ith magmatic

core complex that , “Different manifestations of those do-
mal body very likely only represent different magma rising

heights and/or different surface denudation deg rees”[ 20] .

Is formation of the Late M esozoic Zhang-Xuan
thermal uplift structure related to underplating ? Un-

derplating is a geologic act ion occurring at the depth

of 20—40 km or even deeper(40—70 km), in w hich

basaltic magma is added into low crust[ 21] .Under-
plating has four indicat ions: granulyte enclaves

fo rmed in low crust as the pet rologic evidence , man-
t le-source isotopic tracers as the geochemical evi-
dence , geo thermal anomaly as the geothermic evi-
dence , and g radual variation of seismic velocity υp be-
tw een low crust and upper mantle as the seismological

evidence[ 22] .The following facts suppo rt a close rela-
tion of the tectonic thermal evolution of the area w ith

underplating :(1)iso topic t racers in Zhuanzhilian py-
roxene diorite of 143M a show characterist ics of man-
t le-source magma;(2) g ranuly te enclaves of low

crust are discovered in M iocene basalt at Damapin ,
Zhang jiakou , their ages are 140 M a and 120 Ma re-
spectively , this discovery is considered as direct evi-
dence of Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous underplat-
ing
[ 12 , 18 ,23]

, and o thers have measured 180 —80 Ma

ages(including several 140M a±values)of granuly tes
f rom the same area[ 12](Table 2);(3)in Zhang-Xuan
area there has been long-term magmatic activities and

there st ill is geothermal anomaly;(4)no definite data

has been obtained for variation of seismic velocity υp
betw een low crust and upper mantle in this particular

area , but there does exist a t ransitional zone between

low crust and upper mantle in the north of North Chi-
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na including this area , in which the velocity υp is

about 7.5—7.8 km/ s
1)
.Hannuoba crust-mantle

transitional zone in the concerned area has also been

studied geochemically , and element geochemical fea-
tures of the deep-source xenoliths in basalt suppo rt its

chemical heterogeneity[ 24] .

1)Personal communicat ion w ith Professor Liu Futian.

Combining studies on magmasm , xenoliths , defor-
mation and deep structures of the concerned area , we may

conclude that there is an important underplating occurring

in 140Ma and that there exists inherent linkage between

the Late Mesozoic Zhang-Xuan thermal uplift and crust-
mantle interaction at depth.

View ed from the angle of North China basin-
and-range structure , Zhang-Xuan uplif t , as w ell as

Taihang Mt.and Yanshan M t., is formed on the ris-
ing belt around the North China basin.With forma-
tion of the rising belt , the North China basin simulta-
neously starts its inhomogeneous subsidence.A typi-
cal ex ample is the Baoding depression in the North

China basin , which is a large-scale mid-late Mesozoic

detachment st ructure adjacent to Taihang M t.on the

w est , fo rming a half basin with lif ting on the west

side and overlapping on the east side.In Baoding de-
pression there is a 4000m thick large-scale sedimenta-
ry wedge composed of J3 —K1 strata , and the depression

horizontally stretches about 4—8 km[ 25] .The basin-and-
range coupling relation of North China demonstrates an

extensional tectonism in Late Mesozoic in this area.
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